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1. Introduction 
In this paper we present an alternate formulation of a free boundary value problem for a 
region in which Laplace's equation holds. The technique is illustrated for two problems; that of 
electrochemical machining and steady water waves. Mathematically, the numerical solution of 
the free boundary =f (x ,  t) is obtained for the region D: 0 ~y  <~f(x, t), 0 ~ x ~ 1 in which 
V'2q,(x, y) = 0. The boundary conditions on the three fixed boundaries x = 0, 1 and y = 0 are 
simple. 
Our approach represents a generalization f the moments used by Richardson for the study of 
Hele Shaw flows. Richardson [10,11] considered the expansion of newtonian fluid in the narrow 
gap between two parallel surfaces due to the injection of fluid into the blob at several fixed 
points (Xk, Yk)" This problem can be modelled by 
W2~b = ~_, Ok(t)8(X-- Xk)8(y-- yk) 
where the velocity of the fluid at any point is u = V'~, and the velocity of the free surface is given 
by (a~,/On)n. The boundary condition on the free surface is #, = 0. Richardson shows that if we 
define the moments of the domain by 
M.(t)=ff z"dxdy ,  z=x+iy ,  n=0,1 ,2  
J .' D (t) 
then, under certain assumptions, the motion of the blob is defined by the moments 
M.(t) = M.(O) + EAk(t)(Xk + iyk)", A'k= Qk. 
The generalized moments M.(t) are defined in the following way. We start with 
L( t )= f fo  G(x, y) dx dy 
(t) 
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where G is any harmonic function, W2G = 0 in D, and express G in terms of any appropriate 
sequence G.(x, y) of linearly independent solutions of Laplace's equation. That is, G= 
Z.~oa.G.(x, y) where a.  are arbitrary coefficients. The moments M.(t) are defined by 
L(t) = E.~oa.M.(t ). As shown by Richardson [11] we have 
dMn = f G ~)q~ds. 
an 
Using Green's second identity this equation becomes 
dM.  3G 
-~ - fc(t)q*-~n dS + f fD(, G.Vz , dx d y. 
The expression for M.(t) in Richardson's case can be readily obtained upon setting G. = z". 
Our first problem in Section 2 on electrochemical machining follows exactly the outline in the 
previous paragraph. The functions G. can be selected, if possible, such that the resulting 
equations to be solved for the free boundary involve only the function f(x,  t) for the free 
boundary. In our case G. is just the set of appropriate igenfunctions for Laplace's equation in 
the strip 0 ~ x ~< 1 where aG,/bx -- 0 at x = 0, 1 and, in addition, G, = 0 at y = 0. In Section 2 
the equations dMo/dt = Co, dMJdt  = 0, n > 0, where C o is a nonzero constant, are solved 
numerically for the free boundary. The general question of whether or not the generalized 
moments define a unique surface is a difficult one. We refer to Richardson for a discussion on 
this point in the case of ordinary moments. 
In our second problem on steady water waves the domain is D: 0 ~ x <~ 2v/k,  0 <~y <~f(x) in 
the wave-fixed reference frame where 2"~/k is the period of the wave. We use Green's second 
formula as well to arrive at the set of integral equations 
C. = G. ds = Jc¢--un-ds 
where 4' is the stream function. In this case G. is the complete set of solutions of Laplace's 
equation periodic in x with the same period as the waves. The right hand side of the above 
equation is known for all n. It is these equations that are solved numerically in Section 3 for the 
unknown boundary f (x ) .  
The interpretation of C. differs in this problem in that C. has the units of circulation where 
G o can be regarded as a weight function. In the special case G. = 1, the circulation C. must 
vanish for this problem. C. can be related to kinetic energy (KE) using Green's two formulae 
(Courant and Hilbert). Since ~p is periodic there exists coefficients a.  such that 6 = Ea.G.. Then 
KE, ffDv'¢" v¢ dxdy=fcq'~nndS-=~a.C. .  
The set of functions G. can be further restricted to be even since ff is an even function. 
Furthermore if G. = 0 on the lower boundary = 0 then the only unknown in C. is the function 
f (x )  for the free boundary. 
As a general conclusion our approach works very well for our first problem on electrochemical 
machining. For the second problem in Section 3 on steady water waves, the convergence of the 
numerical scheme is dependent on the values of the parameters in the problem. Further details 
are given at the end of Sections 2 and 3. 
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2.1. Electrochemical machining 
We consider a time-dependent two-dimensional moving boundary problem arising in electro- 
chemical machining. The problem is formulated in terms of Laplace's equation for the potential, 
a first-order partial differential equation for the movement of the free boundary and appropriate 
initial and boundary conditions. During the last ten years a considerable amount of work has 
been done on the analysis of this type of problems, both numerical and analytical, see e.g. [5]. 
In this section we describe an approach, based on Green's second identity, that recasts the 
boundary value problem into an infinite set of generalized moments or integral equations. In 
contrast o earlier work using boundary integral equations, [2] and [7], these integrals have a less 
complicated structure. An additional result that we obtain is that for the simple problem of 
electrochemical smoothing, we can integrate xplicitly with respect o time, so that we can solve 
directly for the shape of the cathode surface without having to solve for the shape at the 
intermediate imes as is necessary with the standard front tracking methods. 
2.2. Formulation 
We shall consider the simple ECM problem shown in Fig. 1 in which we have two electrodes 
given by y = g(x), the anode, and y =f(x, t), the cathode, with the domain between them being 
filled with an electrolyte. The motion of the cathode surface can be shown to be given by the 
following mathematical model 
~72t~ = 0 ,  
y=g(x) ,  q~=0, y=f (x , t ) ,  t~=l ,  
x=0,1 ,  q~x=fx=0. 
The time evolution of the cathode surface is given.by 
f, = % -L x 
(a) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
Oi i i 
i 
Fig. 1. 
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where ff~, and 4,y are evaluated at y =f (x ,  t). We require the initial cathode surface at t = 0 
y =f (x ,  0) (5) 
as an initial condition. A derivation of this model is given by McGeough and Rasmussen [8]. 
2. 3. Analysis 
Let D be the domain 
0~<x~l ,  g(x)~y<~f(x ,  t) 
with boundary C. Then Green's second identity for two functions ~ and G can be written in the 
form 
ffD(epv2G-GV2,) dA=fc(O~n -G~n ) ds (6) 
provided that they and the boundary C satisfy certain conditions. If we let 
~72G = O, G x = 0 at x = O, 1 (7) 
then (6) reduces to 
L oOO s L =g n =[ -~n - G ds = O. 
If g(x) and f (x ,  t) are single-valued functions of x, this can be written as 
/0 /0' /0' lEG dx -  (Gy-fxGx) dx + Gf, dx=0 (8) 
where E = • -fx¢x is evaluated at y = g(x), and we have used equation (4). The integrands in 
the second two integrals are evaluated at y = f (x ,  t). 
From (7) we see the G can have the following form 
oo  
G=ao + boy + E ( an cosh(n'rry) + bn sinh(n'rry)) cos(n'rrx). 
n=l  
Then (8) becomes, since a n and b, are arbitrary 
fo l foal folE g folff tE dx-  dx = 0, dx -  dx + 1 = 0, (9a, b) 
fo' /0' E sinh(n'rrg) cos(n'~x) dx + ~ sinh(n'rrf) cos(n'rrx) dx=0,  (9c) 
fo 1 f0'f, cosh(n~f )  cos(n~x)  dx O. (9d) E cosh(n~rg) cos(n'nx) dx + = 
These generalized moments determine the time evolution of the cathode surface f (x ,  t) and the 
field strength at the anode surface g(x). 
For the special case of electrochemical smoothing where the anode is flat, i.e. g(x) = 0, the 
correct form for G is 
O = boY + ~ b~ sinh(n'rry) cos(n'rrx) 
n=l  
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since ~ and hence also G vanish at y = 0. In this case (8) becomes 
f01fft dx  = 1, folft sinh(n'rrf) cos(n'rrx) dx = O, n = 1, 2 
We note that these equations can be integrated with respect o t, so that 
f01[f2(x, t ) - f2 (x ,  0)] dx= 2t, 
fo t)l -cosh[n ,/(x, 0)1) cos(n ,x) dx--0 
where n -- 1, 2 . . . . .  
(lOa) 
(lOb) 
2. 4. Numerical procedure 
We shall now describe the numerical method which was used to produce an approximate 
solution to equations (10a) and (10b). We note that for large n the hyperbolic osine term in 
(10b) becomes very large, so we divide the equation by exp(-n~)~) where ~ is a suitable 
constant. We can then write (10b) in the form 
f j [exp(ncr ( f -A ) )  + exp( -n~r( f+ 2~))1 cos(n~rx) dx= An 
for n -- 1, 2 , . . . .  It is also necessary to truncate this infinite set of integral equations. Thus we 
can summarize our problem as finding an approximation to the solution f (x ,  t) to 
f01 2 F 0= f (x, t) dx -2t -A  0--0,  (11) 
F .= [exp(n~r( f - ) t ) )+exp( -n~( f+~t) ) ]cos (n~x)dx-An- - -O  (12) 
where n = 1, 2 . . . . .  N and the constants Ao, A n are such that F o, Fn are zero at t = 0. 
We now divide the interval 0 < x < 1 into N subintervals 
0~Xl<X2~ -., <XN+I=I  
where x~+ 1= x i + h, and we will use the notation f~ =f(x~, t). The integrals in (11) and (12) are 
approximated by the trapezoidal rule. This gives us N + 1 nonlinear algebraic equations in the 
N+ 1 unknowns fl,  f2, f3 . . . .  , f~,+a- Thus we have from (11) and (12) 
Fn(fl ,  f2 . . . . .  f~+l)  = 0, n =0,  1, 2 , . . . ,  N. (13) 
The highly nonlinear set of algebraic equations given by (13) was solved by a generalized 
Newton's method. A reasonable value of N seems to be around 20, and usually only four or five 
iterations were necessary to get an accuracy of the order of 10 -5 . 
2.5. Results 
We shall now present some numerical results. In Table 1 we show the smoothing of a cosine 
wave where the total height of the wave is reduced to 0.0116 from 0.3000 during one time unit. A 
first-order perturbation analysis shows a reduction to 0.0123. The calculations were carried out 
for N =- 11; and an increase of N to 21 gave no change to four decimals. The tolerance for the 
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Table 1 
f (x ,  0) = 0.5 +0.15 cos ~rx 
x f(x,  0) N -- 11 Perturbation solution 
f (x ,  1) f (x ,  1) 
0.0 0.6500 1.5101 1.5105 
0.2 0.6214 1.5088 1.5091 
0.4 0.5464 1.5057 1.5058 
0.6 0.4537 1.5018 1.5018 
0.8 0.3787 1.4986 1.4984 
1.0 0.3500 1.4975 1.4972 
Newton's method was set to 10 -5 , and five iterations were required to satisfy this criterion. In 
the last column we give values for f(x, 1) computed using a second-order perturbation scheme 
from Rasmussen [9]. It is clear that we have good agreement o at least three decimals. 
In Fig. 2 we present results for the smoothing of the 'square' wave given by 
0.95 
f (x ,  0) = 0.05 - 9 (x  - 0.55) 
0.05 
for 0 ~< x ~< 0.45, 
for 0.45 < x < 0.55, 
for 0.55 ~< x ~< 1.0. 
We used 21 points with h = 0.05, and the tolerance for the Newton's method was set to 10 -4. 
This problem was a more severe test of our procedure, and in order to get the iterative procedure 
to converge it was necessary to start with a good initial estimate. We obtained such estimates by 
1.5 
1.0 
x 
0.5 
0.0 I i 
0 0.2 0.4 
t=tO0 
-t~a75 
Fig. 2. 
~ . t  =0.50 
t:0,35 / 
t--O 
0.6 0.8 1.0 
X 
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first solving for t - -  1; since the solution at that time is almost a straight line, we could use the 
solution for two straight parallel electrodes as the initial estimate. We used the obtained solution 
for t = 1 as the initial estimate for t = 0.75, and this solution was then used as the initial estimate 
for t = 0.50. This process could not be continued to t -- 0.25, so we proceeded to t = 0.40 using 
the solution for t = 0.50 as the initial estimate. We then obtained the solution for t = 0.35. At this 
point we could not proceed any further; the iterative procedure would not converge for t = 0.34 
even with underrelaxation. 
It is possible that solutions for t < 0.35 can be obtained with a modified version of our 
procedure. For example, if a nonuniform grid with additional gridpoints in the neighbourhood of 
x = 0.5 were used, a convergent solution for lower values of t could be obtained. However, we 
did not pursue this approach. 
3.1. Steady water waoes 
The steady waves which appear on the surface of an irrotational flow over a horizontal bed is 
a classical free surface problem. While the field equation, Laplace's equation, is linear, one of the 
boundary conditions on the free surface, the Bernoulli equation, is nonlinear. In addition, the 
domain is not known a priori since the position of the free surface is not given but must be found 
as part of the solution. 
This problem has been analyzed extensively in a large number of papers going back to Stokes 
[14]. Approximate solutions have in the past mainly been obtained by one of two methods: small 
perturbation expansion, see [13,15,3] and by Fourier approximations, see [1,12]. The second 
model can also be considered a form of spectral methods with collocation on the free surface. 
In this paper we formulate the water wave problems as an infinite set of integral equations 
through Green's second identity for the function y = f (x )  which describes the free surface. These 
equations form as infinite set of Fredholm integral equations of the first kind. We then find an 
approximate solution by truncating this infinite set to a finite number which are then satisfied by 
a truncated Fourier series expansion for f (x) .  The coefficients in this series satisfy a set of 
nonlinear algebraic equations which are solved by a generalized Newton's procedure. 
It is well known that integral equations of the first kind are usually difficult to solve, so it is 
not surprising that the procedure outlined above will not converge for large amplitude waves. 
3.2. Formulation 
We consider steady two-dimensional waves on an irrotational flow over a horizontal bed. Let 
x and y be horizontal and vertical coordinates which are chosen so that (0, 0) travels with the 
wave speed and y = 0 corresponds to the bed. Let y =f (x )  be the unknown wave surface (see 
Fig. 1). 
We now define a stream function ~/,(x, y)  
u= G,  o= 
where (u, o) is the velocity vector. Since the flow is irrotational, ~k satisfies Laplace's equation 
V'2~k = 0. (14) 
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The boundary conditions are 
~k(x, 0) -- 0, (15) 
,k(x, f(x))= -a  (16) 
where Q > 0 is the total volume rate of flow. Since the pressure is constant along the wave 
surface, Bernoulli's equation becomes 
~/,2 + ~ky2 + 2 f= 2R (17) 
where R is a constant. Let X be the wavelength, then we can define a wave number k by 
k = 2~r/X. The remaining boundary conditions are 
6~, =f ' (x )  = 0 at x = 0, ~r/k. (18) 
All the variables have been nondimensionalized with respect o the average depth f;  hence 
fo'~/kf(x)-- dx-- I. (19) 
Thus we wish to find functions ~b(x, y) and f (x) such that for given values of Q and R the field 
equation (14) and the boundary conditions (15) to (18) plus the integral condition (19) are 
satisfied. It is clear that the two main difficulties are the nonlinear boundary condit ion (17) and 
the fact that (16) and (17) are imposed on an unknown surface y=f (x )  which is to be 
determined. 
We note that if R = 1 + ½Q2 then 
q,(x, y)= -Qy, f (x )= 1 (20) 
form an exact solution. 
3.3. Derivation of equations 
We shall now show that the boundary value problem (14) to (18) is equivalent to an infinite set 
of Fredholm integral equations of the first kind. 
Let D be the domain 0 ~ x <~ r/k, 0 ~y ~f(x)  with boundary C. Suppose that ~k(x, y) and 
G(x, y) satisfy Green's second identity (6) where 
V'2G = O, G(x, 0) = 0, Gx = 0 at x -- 0, 'rr/k. (21) 
From this and the formulation for ~, we see that (6) becomes 
where the integration is along the curve y =f ix ) .  If f ix)  is a single-valued function of x, it is 
easily shown that this integral is equivalent to 
~/k 
fo dx 
where the integrand is evaluated at y =fix). 
It is clear from (21) that G is given by 
G = boy + E b. si (n ) cos(nk ). 
=0 (22) 
(23) 
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Since b o and b, are arbitrary coefficients, (22) becomes 
~/ks inh(  nky ) cos( nkx )( tle y - f'~l'x ) dx  = O. 
The second term in (22) does not contribute to (25). 
So far we have not used the Bernoulli equation in (17). Let us now consider 
+ and % 
Since 4,(x, f (x ) )  -- - Q we get ~k~, + ~byf" = 0 and hence 
q, _ fqk,=4,  (l+(f,)z). 
Now 
and if we 
With a 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
4'} + 4'~ = 2(R - f )  (27) 
substitute t/5 , -- -~yf"  then the resulting expression for t/,y can be used in (26) to give 
,,,-:,,,.=¢:[(R-:)((:,: + :)1':. 
change of the variable of integration in (24) and (25) to z -- kx/'rr, we get 
F0--- folfE dz + ~-=0,Q 
fo F. - E s inh(nkf )  cos(nrrz) dz---0, 
f0'fdx= 1 
where n = 1, 2 . . . . .  and 
E=((R-f)((kf')2+ 1)) 1/2. 
The boundary condition on f ( z )  is f ' ( z )  = 0 at z = 0 and 1. 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
(31) 
3. 4. Analysis 
Let us first consider a perturbation procedure. Suppose we can write 
f ( z )= 1 + ,fx(z) (32) 
where 0 < c << 1, f l ( z )  = O(1). Then 
e= RC~-L--i-- 1 (1 - ½,f l / (R -  1)) + O(,  2) 
and to first order (28) becomes 
R --- ½QZ + 1. (33) 
With the expansion of the integrand in (29) in powers of e, it follows readily that the terms of 
order 1 and c are zero if 
]'1 = cos ~rz (34) 
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and 
( - 1/2( R - 1)) sinh( k ) + k cosh( k ) = 0. 
Since 2(R-  1) = Q2 the last expression becomes 
kO 2 = tanh(k).  (35) 
We note that since ]'1 = cos "rrz, (30) is automatically satisfied. 
The solution given by (33), (34) and (35) is the standard linearized solution for water waves. 
This linear solution suggests that we try a more general approximate solution in the form 
N 
f ( z )  = 1 + ~., % cos(j~rz) (36) 
j= l  
where N is some given finite integer. Here it is not assumed that the unknown coefficients % are 
small. This expansion will, of course, satisfy the integral condition (30) automatically. If we only 
use the first N equations in (29), we get N + 1 nonlinear algebraic equation for the N unknown 
coefficients % and the unknown wavenumber k. In our treatment of these nonlinear algebraic 
equations we evaluated the integral by either the trapezoidal rule or by Simpson's rule. If we 
define ot~v+l = k we can write the system (28) and (29) in the form 
F , (a)  = 0, n=0 . . . . .  N 
where a = (a 1, a u . . . .  , au+l)- 
We solved this system of equations by a generalized Newton's method. Thus if a m is the mth 
approximation to a, a 'n+a is given by 
Aa m+l = Aa"  -- F," (37) 
where 
A = (Ant ) ,  A,,t = aF , " /aat ,  F," = F , , (a ' ) .  
The linear system (37) was solved by a standard Gaussian elimination procedure with partial 
pivoting; the condition of the matrix A was checked at each iteration. 
We used the linear solution as the first approximation i the procedure (37). We started with a 
small number of coefficients and stopped the iterative procedure when 
maxl .7÷'- .71 < 10-'w 
Tab le  2 
Values of  % and  k 
j Q = -0 .9  Q = -0 .89  
R = 1.415 R = 1.410 
1 1.2174 × 10-1  1.4414 x 10-1  
2 2.2771 x 10 -2  3.0181 )< 10 -2  
3 4.2353 × 10 -3  6.5854 x 10 -3 
4 7.5163 x 10 -4  1.5687 x 10 -3  
5 1.6A, A.4 × 10 -4  2.1541 )< 10 -4  
6 3.6436 x 10-  5 
k 0.90116 0.96641 
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where w is the relaxation parameter.  The number  of terms in the expansion, N, was then 
increased by one, and the procedure was repeated. When the magni tude of the last coeff icient a s 
was less that 0.0001, we accepted the expression as a reasonable approx imat ion to the solution. 
It was usually necessary to under-relax in order to get convergence, and even then the rate of 
convergence was very slow. In addit ion, the coeff icients eem to be very dependent  on the chosen 
values of Q and R. Some representat ive r sults are given in Table 2. In both cases the max imum 
magnitude of Fn(a"  ) at convergence was less than 10 -4. The  integrat ion was carr ied out using a 
trapezoidal  rule with 50 panels; as a check the calculations were repeated with 20 panels and the 
two sets of  results agreed to the fourth digit. 
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